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And then it hit me: We gotta stay positive 
Cody Klyne 
Ed1tor 1n Chl8f 
L ast weekend I got hit by a car. The exchange, an intimate meeting between my fleshy rear-end and the 
shiny chrome grill of a luxury sedan , was 
setup in such a way that well , it was just 
meant to be. It was dark; it was rainy; it 
was a busy street: the stage was set. The 
"event" rolled out in four simple steps: run 
out onto the road , get hit , get up, run off 
the road . Done. 
Looking back, I probably should have 
had a slightly more extreme reaction upon 
impact. A shriek, scream, wail or simply 
an "ow" would have sufficed. As payment 
for my pavement pedicure, I gave the 
mean machine little mote than the time it 
took me to stand back up and continue on 
my way. In place of being dazed or scared, 
I just felt embarrassed. Maybe these 
feelings of shame were as the result of the 
fact that the car had really only given me 
the equivalent of an older brother giving 
a younger sibling a "love tap," or, maybe 
it was because I hadn't looked both ways 
before crossing and knew it. Regardless, 
the fact that I simply kept running says one 
thing: I'm one lucky son of a gun. 
It's been about a week now and 
while my left cheek still feels like how I 
imagine the head of a battered nail might, 
I'm otherwise no worse for wear. To 
skirt the line between being completely 
melodramatic and driving a point home; 
I'm just kind of happy to be alive. As 
doofy as my encounter might seem (and 
trust me, it is doofy) accidents of this ilk 
can, have, and will end differently. Which 
brings us to the point of my diatribe this 
week less-butt-sore-than-I reader: be 
happy, be thankful, be positive. 
While it's not directly related, the 
fall can be a dark time for some people. 
For those of you accustomed to warmer 
temperatures, the sun basically ceases to 
exist and it's become too cold to go to the 
beach. Bummer. For the rest of us, maybe 
there's really something going on that's got 
you down. Whatever your hot topic, dear 
diary, hang-up of the month may be, don't 
forget to take a moment and appreciate 
what you do have: life . lt's a fragile thing 
that many of us working away in our 
vacuums forget to pay proper respects to. 
As the semester wages on, if you ever feel 
yourself submitting to the stresses and 
pressures of academia in particular,just 
remember my story. One minute you ' re 
haphazardly crossing the street like you 
own the place, the next minute you're up 
and running red-faced after being bullied 
by an import with too-big rims . It took 
a bruised butt for me to remember that 
things, as crazy as they get, aren 't so bad . 
Later days, 
Cody Klyne 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press 
New West campus celebrates new concourse The latest on BC's minimum wage 
Ceremony recognizes renovations and award for internationalization 
By Sharon Mlki 
After months of construction, Douglas College staff and students celebrated the completion of 
renovations to the New Westminster 
concourse in a grand opening ceremo~y 
held on September 22 . 
The afternoon ceremony - which 
included African drumming performances, 
a ribbon cutting ceremony, cake, and 
refreshments - showcased the major 
updates to the space in the centre of the 
campus. Notable changes include student 
work stations, temperature-controlling 
vestibules at outdoor entrances, rubber 
floors, a stage, and coloured glass windows . 
The new concourse also features a multi-
purpose building which was recently named 
the "Douglas Den" in a student contest. 
In addition to the renovation 
celebration, the ceremony also recognized 
the college's receipt of the inaugural Award 
for Excellence in Internationalization from 
the Association of Canadian Community 
Colleges. Douglas was given the award 
in honour of the college's leadership with 
international students. 
By Maria Asselln-Roy, Staff Reporter 
As of August, the unemployment rate in British Columbia is 7.5 per cent. This is not what Christy Clark had 
in mind when she wanted to create the new 
"job agenda" - whose goals are to create 
more jobs, expand BC's economy, address 
the HST, and increase the minimum wage. 
One of the first policy changes Clark made 
after she received office was to increase 
the minimum wage by 30 per cent. This 
movement has been successful, as minimum 
wage will soon be at $9.50 aJ) hour. 
Information by the BC Minister of Labour 
states that by May 1, 2012, the minimum 
wage will be at $10.25 an hour. Minimum 
wage is expected to be at $11.00 ~ hour 
by next fall. This is excellent for those 
who were previously making a minimum 
wage of $8.50 or so an hour, however many 
businesses are beginning to suffer as some 
cannot afford to pay their employees this 
much. 
Since people are excited about talk of 
the new minimum wage, more politicians 
will be discussing BC's wages in the 
upcoming November 2011 election. A new 
"living wage" policy will be brought to 
the attention of voters in upcoming weeks. 
Unions such as the BC Teachers Federation, 
the BC Government and Service Employees 
Union, and Canadian Union of Public 
Employees BC are already beginning to 
push candidates to support this new notion 
of a "living wage." The potential "living 
wage" would become the new minimum 
wage. Since the "living wage" is calculated 
at $18.81 an hour if you are living in Metro 
Vancouver, this would literally mean that 
minimum wage is to go up more than $8.00. 
The hope for introducing the "living wage" 
is to raise living standards and basically 
keep up with the increasingly expensive 
demands of living in Vancouver. 
However, this would have a 
tremendous downside as well . Employers 
cannot pay people $18.81 an hour if the 
employee is only putting in $10.00 of work 
an hour, businesses could fall to the ground. 
Also, it must be taken into consideration 
that if the minimum wage is increased 
(never mind at such a high level) then other 
things such as food and taxes will increase 
as well. 
In the upcoming election, think 
critically about what each politician has 
to offer when discussing wages (this is 
increasingly important to consider for 
student voters). Also, if you are unsure 
about your wage per hour, check out www. 
labour.gov.bc.ca to ensure that you are 
receiving the minimum wage requirements. 
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Douglas's next phase in the Strategic Plan 
Moving the Faculty of Child, Family & Community Studies 
As part of a Strategic Plan to meet the social, cultural, and economic needs of students and become "the 
largest and most prog_ressive baccalaureate 
degree-granting college in British 
Columbia," the Faculty of Child, Family, 
and Community Studies (CFCS) is planned 
to be moved to the David Lam campus by 
the fall semester of 2012. 
Last week, a forum was held for all 
affected students in the CFCS faculty. 
Students were invited to hear first-hand 
about and discuss the Strategic Plan 
decisions, why they were made, and whom 
they affect. 
Blaine Jensen, the Vice President of 
Educational Services at Douglas College, 
explains the changes, saying that this 
year, Douglas has accepted 1,500 more 
full-time students, and that Douglas is the 
only college in the school system that is 
growing. With this expansion, Douglas 
College representatives are looking at what 
the college is currently offering, which 
programs are growing, where the student 
demand lies, and where the employment 
demand lies. 
With classroom space in New West 
full - in large part due to the fact that in-
demand four-year degrees are primarily 
offered at the New West campus - there is 
no more room to expand. In order to solve 
this problem, the college took a look at the 
student numbers at the David Lam campus, 
which is currently at about 75 per cent of its 
classroom capacity. 
One major aspect that was taken into 
consideration was which programs and 
degrees could be moved to David Lam 
• without affecting the ability to grow in the 
areas that are in demand. Jensen states that 
this was where the Plan members began 
looking at which faculty was movable, 
and the Faculty of Child, Family, and 
Community Studies (CFCS) stood out as an 
option. 
Programs in the CFCS are popular 
and provide employment in specialized 
areas. As Jensen says "Agencies send us 
people who are interested in these programs 
because Douglas is well known for these 
areas. They are destination programs and 
they are self-contained. They don't require 
a lot of university transfer service courses 
from Humanities and Social Sciences and 
all of that." Another benefit of moving the 
faculty of Child, Family, and Community 
Studies is that it is the smallest of the six 
faculties offered at Douglas. The faculty 
has about 850 full-time students, and 140 of 
those students are already at David Lam for 
Therapeutic Recreation. 
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However, Jensen also notes that Plan 
members looked at where those students 
were coming from before any decisions are 
made. They noted that the majority of those 
students came from the Tri-Cities area, so 
many are in between the two campuses. 
There are also many students in the CFCS 
that travel from Coquitlam, Pitt Meadows 
and Maple. Ridge. Plan members also had to 
technologies would be needed. However, 
since Health Sciences students are already 
at David Lam, the technologies will be 
accessible to the CFCS faculty as well. 
Moreover, moving the CFCS faculty 
to the Coquitlam campus will help increase 
the numbers at David Lam, while slightly 
lowering the numbers at New West. 
However, Jensen claims "We think that 
"Moving the CFCS faculty over to David Lam will make a big Impact on the 
Coqultlam campus. Normally, additional technologies would be needed. 
However, since Health Sciences students are already at David Lam, the 
technologies will be accessible to the CFCS faculty as well." 
consider moving the administrative offices, 
so there can be CFCS administration at 
David Lam while making more classroom 
space. 
Moving the CFCS faculty over to 
David Lam will make a big impact on the 
Coquitlam campus. Normally, additional 
in two or three years, both campuses will 
be full. At that point in time we will meet 
the qualifications to go to the government 
and say that we need more buildings for 
expansion." 
The Strategic Plan may have come as 
a shock to many students as it does seem 
quite sudden. However, this plan has been 
out for over one year. Once enough work 
and information was gathered to show that 
this faculty move could be made, all of 
the information came together in July. The 
Senior Management Team of the colle·ge 
synthesized the information, went to the 
board to receive approval, and engaged the 
Dean, faculty, and students in August. 
Moving faculties has been done 
successfully before. For example, all Health 
Sciences and Continuing Education were 
moved over to David Lam, which proved 
to help balance out the two campuses. 
However, Jensen says that "There are going 
to be ~orne people who are concerned 
that they've started in a program and they 
expected to be in New West, and next year 
they will have to start in Coquitlam. We 
have empathy for that, and we will see what 
we can do to accommodate them." 
Something old, something new 
Merging Time displays Vancouver through a lens 
By Julia Siedlanowska, Arts Reviewer 
T he students at Langara College's Professional Photo-Imaging Class of 2012 collaborated with The City 
of Vancouver Archives to give Van a great 
1251h birthday present. From September 21 
to December 23, the exhibit features historic 
photos of Vancouver merged with images of 
today. 
"The Professional Photo-Imaging 
Program has been working with the City of 
Vancouver Archives on a project in the first 
semester of the course for over a decade. In 
the summer of 2010, I came across a website 
that showcased combining a historical and 
a current image. They were a fascinating 
contrast of old in the centre of the image 
while being surrounded by the current view, 
however I saw the opportunity to take the 
idea further with masking techniques in 
post-production," says Darren Bemaerdt, an 
instructor at the College. 
Students were assigned the task 
of finding historical black and white 
photographs of Vancouver from the Archives. 
The photos date from around 1919 to 1948 , 
and most were taken when the cityscape was 
still new. They then had to find the buildings 
and recapture them in their current state . 
"On the technical side, the students were 
challenged with matching the direction of 
the lighting and reproducing the same angle 
of view compared to the historical image. As 
well, there were often changes in the scene, 
such as trees that obstructed important views 
and substantial changes to the streetscape. 
Once in Photoshop, decisions needed to be 
made about which elements should be shown 
and how to create a seamless transition." 
Bemaerdt adds, "When the merged images 
were created by the Professional Photo-
Imaging Program's Class of 2012 students, 
they were roughly eight weeks into their first 
Photoshop course. Not only did their skills 
develop rapidly by working on a complex 
project such as this, but they also could 
explore their vision of how the two images 
would interrelate." 
The images have striking contrast. 
Black and white figures in suits and bowler 
and the streets we travel. The decisions 
made in the past affect our daily lives. By 
bringing the past alive again and showing 
the contrast and similarities to the present, 
"The images have striking contrasL Black and white figures in suits and 
bowler hats walk beside blue busses; a straggling horse and buggy trotting 
along underneath a very recognizable Cambie StreeL " 
hats walk beside blue busses; a straggling 
horse and buggy trotting along underneath 
a very recognizable Cambie Street. The 
immediacy of seeing our very familiar 
landmarks merged with iconic images from 
distant times is jolting. The images blend 
searnlessly, and yet we notice that something 
is not right. We have to take a second glance. 
"There were several goals with this project. 
As citizens of a city, we are linked to the 
past through the buildings we frequent 
~e gain a better understanding of our urban 
landscape." As we look into the pictures, we 
have to wonder if we might not step out into 
a different world. 
Where: City of Vancouver Archives, 1150 
Chestnut Street, Vancouver 
When: Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. (September 21 - December 23) 
Frozen with fear 
A look back at The Coldest Winter Ever 
By Livia Turnbull 
l am a suburban white female. I don't listen to a lot of rap music and I only encounter "urban" slang when browsing 
Urban Dictionary on a bored whim. So 
what am I doing reviewing a book about 
the lives of people in the ghettps of New 
York? I asked myself that question over and 
over again in my head while reading Sister 
Souljah's The Coldest Winter Ever. After 
reading the final page though, I knew the 
answer: it was because this book is an eye-
opener. 
Told from the perspective of a spoiled 
Brooklyn ghetto girl named Winter, I find 
myself both sympathizing with and hating 
the protagonist at the same time. The 
characters are realistically written, and I 
can't help but find myself drawn into their 
The musical frontier 
world. I recommend reading this book; after 
you do, you'll realize being "gangsta" is not 
all it's cracked up to be. 
Pianist Rachellwaasa stops by Douglas to perfonn intergalactic ode, Cosmophony 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
I t's difficult to try and sum up the entirety of space into a facile, if not pretentious, quip . The best I could 
describe the universe would be to quote the 
omnipotent Yakko Warner: "It's big and 
black and inky/And we are small and dinky/ 
It's a big universe and we're not." So how 
then do we go about presenting this vast 
space (no pun intended) of unparalleled 
beauty and opportunity? The way Yakko did 
it, of course- through song! 
Cosmophony (2008) is, quite simply, a 
combination of the Greek words "k6smos" 
and "phone" defining itself as the "sound 
of the cosmos." This Canadian compilation 
of piano pieces was composed by twelve 
presentation, 
the score 












version of Cosmophony at the Laura 
C. Muir Theatre last Thursday. Her 
presentation was accompanied by a video 
projection created by Erik Koelmeyer 
"The pieces presented seamlessly blend together in demonstrating both 
the mystery and radiance of space; each aspect of the universe covered is 
handled in an intensely reverent manner." 
different artists, each taking on a different 
aspect of the universe. Cosmophony 
begins with Denis Gougeon's "solar-
inspired" Piano-Solei/ (1992), followed by 
nine individual pieces (each from 2008) 
representing the solar system. Replacing 
Pluto is a piece called Gilese 581 c, inspired 
by the then-newly discovered planet of the 
same name that was, in Iwaasa's words, 
"believed at the time [to] be able to support 
life." She went on to say, "It was included 
in the set to represent both our optimistic 
hopes for interstellar travel, and also our 
fears of environmental collapse here at 
home." The nine planet section is broken 
into two parts by another previously written 
piece, Jordan Nobles' Fragments (2000-
2004); inspired by the Asteroid Belt, both 
lay fittingly between Mars and Jupiter. 
Although omitted from the Douglas College 
for Cosmophony's premiere at the H .R. 
MacMillan Space Centre. "The images 
you're going to see ... well, almost all of 
them, [are] actual images of the planets or 
the sun- with a few exceptions. One of 
course being Gilese 581c because it's too 
far away from us to actually see in that 
way." Said images included various planets 
and even the sun gradually fading into 
focus as the piece's subject came closer into 
sight, before eventually disappearing into 
darkness upon each song's completion. 
The pieces presented searnlessly blend 
together in demonstrating both the mystery 
and radiance of space; each aspect of the 
universe covered is handled in an intensely 
reverent manner. Cosmophony is available 
in its Full Programme form for purchase 
through iTunes. 
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Staining the test of time 
Staind reconnects with their heavy hitting roots on new album, Stalnd 
By Tyler McColl 
Although you may have heard a couple of multi-platinum post-grunge band Staind's hits,like 
"It's Been Awhile" or "Outside," chances 
are you have no idea who Staind is unless 
you're a huge fan (like myself) . 
It's hard to put a label on exactly 
what kind of band Staind is . Their music 
ranges from softly melodic to borderline 
screamo, sometimes within the same 
song. One constant though is that Staind's 
lyrics are always full of emotion without 
sounding whiny or preachy. Lyricist and 
frontman Aaron Lewis sings about his 
own life experiences, but leaves his songs 
general enough for everyone to relate to . 
The band 's seventh and latest album, 
self-titled Staind, is a return to their 
darker roots. Their music has become 
increasingly melodic and less edgy over 
the years, starting with the 1996 heavy 
metal album Tormented and progressing 
to the more varied, noticeably softer The 
Illusion Of Progress in 2008 . In Staind, 
the band takes their musical variety from 
The Illusion Of Progress and combines it 
with the darkness of earlier albums like 
Dysfunction and Break the Cycle . 
This combination is a complete 
success. Songs like "Failing" and "Throw 
It All Away" toe the line between anger 
and despair perfectly, without being too 
oppressive . Staind's new musical depth 
Going nowhere fast 
is on full display in "Take a Breath" with 
its awesome clean guitar riff and dark, 
dirty verse tones. "Eyes Wide Open" and 
"Not Again" are among the harder songs 
on the album, and remind me of Break the 
Cycle classics "Pressure" and "Change." 
Similarly, "Now" and "The Bottom" are 
powerfully energetic with a ton of oomph 
- and you might recognize the latter 
from the Transformers: Dark of the Moon 
movie soundtrack. 
Unfortunately, a couple of the songs 
in Staind missed the mark. "Wannabe" 
is a big departure from the band's usual 
style, trying to incorporate rap-style 
verses into an awkward hate song. 
Another disappointment for me was 
"Paper Wings." Instrumentally it sounds 
great, with lots of deep and heavy tones, 
but the verse's lyrics push the boundaries 
a little too far. It starts to get into the 
immature, whiny area that Staind usually 
manages to avoid. 
Rounding out this ten track package 
is "Something to Remind You," the 
softest song on the album by far. It's 
a masterpiece, a classic Staind song 
combining deep and thoughtful lyrics 
with a slow, emotion-filled melody. It's a 
solid end to another great album by this 
powerhouse band. 
Staind's decision to take their newly 
discovered musical variety and pair it 
with the heavy hitting of their past was 
the right one . It really breathes a new 
energy into the band, energy that it had 
started to lack. Diehard Staind fans will 
love this return to the band's beginnings, 
but for those who aren't familiar with 
the band, I'd suggest starting with their 
last album, The Illusion of Progress. 
The darkness of this latest album might 
disillusion new listeners . That being said, 
this is still a great album. If you like 
heavy music that has a little something 
to it, you owe it to yourself to check out 
Staind. 
A look at Nicolas Winding Refn's latest movie, Drive From the editor: In last week's "The 
By Tim Ryckman 
With good reviews and the receipt of the best director award at the Cannes Film 
Festival, Nicolas Winding Refn's latest 
movie, Drive, had me interested. 
The story is about an unnamed man, 
played by Canadian actor Ryan Gosling, 
who is a stuntman/grease monkey by day 
and a wheelman by night. His life changes 
suddenly when he meets his neighbour 
Irene (Carey Mulligan) and gets involved 
in a heist that goes sour. He soon finds 
himself fighting for their lives in the 
bloody battle that ensues. Cue car chases, 
shoot outs, and romance. 
I like to go into a movie with as 
little information as possible and let the 
director tell the story the way he wanted 
it to be. What I found was beautiful 
cinematography, until it became repetitive. 
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When I looked to the dialogue, it was 
limited and left me disappointed. To top 
it off, the characters had me wondering 
if I really knew who they were or what 
motivated them to do what they did. 
Some claim Drive is an art film, 
relying on a character's emotions and 
thoughts rather than presenting a clearly 
goal-driven story, but the story with the art 
should capture the audience and take them 
for a ride, rather than crash and burn with 
barely anything left to salvage. 
pied piper of Wales" we may have 
unintentionally implied that the Wales field 
school was no longer continuing. To clarify: 
it very much is! For more information see 
below or contact the faculty lead, Brenna 
Gray, at grayb@douglas.bc.ca. 
"This year's theme is Find Yourself in 
Wales: Cultural Identity in Time, Place, and 
Art. The classes will run from May 7 -June 
26, with the first three weeks being in New 
West and the last four weeks in Carmarthen, 
Wales. The courses on offer this year 
are ENGL 1115: Studies in Drama (with 
Brenna Gray), HIST 1180: Understanding 
History through Film (with Jeff Schutts), 
and PHIL 1151: Society and the Individual 
(with Doug Simak). Students will receive 
nine credits in just seven weeks, with the 
opportunity to stay in Europe after the 
program to travel!" 
Follow @DCinWales2012 on Twitter for updates! 
A hair for the arts: Part one 
Local comedian Graham Clark isn't afraid to get his beard dirty 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
On one of my many intrepid expeditions, I stumbled upon some comedy gold. Hidden behind a 
marsh of golden tufts emerged a comedian 
by the name of Graham Clark. While 
Graham co-hosts Stop Podcasting Yourself, 
a weekly Vancouver-based podcast, he's 
also found a higher calling for beards 
everywhere. Graham ventured down to 
speak with us about what it's like to paint 
with his beard, and how it's all for a good 
cause. 
What is a Graham Clark? 
Graham Clark: According to the Internet, 
a Graham Clark is a very popular rugby 
player in the UK. He is also a very well 
respected Shakespearean actor, and a world-
class jazz violinist. So yeah, those are three 
of the great Graham Clarks. 
How did you discover beard painting? 
GC: I discovered [beard painting] 
because of a suggestion from two friends, 
Charlie Demers and Ivan Decker. They 
were making fun of my beard because it 
had gotten crazy; it looked like a hedge, 
and 'they said like, "Oh, you should do a 
painting, like how an elephant paints with 
its trunk." So I tried it, just because it 
sounded like that might actually look kind 
of cool- just [to] hang up on my wall and 
say I did that. Then I mentioned it on [Stop 
Podcasting Yourself.l and it rolled out from 
there, and I was like, "If I can sell this, 
I'll give the money to my friend" - she 
was trying to raise money for her cancer 
treatment outside of the country. 
She had sent out a group email to all 
her friends [asking if we had] any ideas 
of ways to raise money [and to let her] 
know. So I said, "Yeah, I'll give you all 
the money that I make from selling these 
beard paintings." The reaction was really 
good, some people just pitched in money, 
they didn't even ask for a painting, which 
was great. [We] raised a lot of money for 
her, and her friends all came together and 
did silent auctions and all this stuff and she 
was able to get the treatment, so it felt really 
good to do that. So I just kept doing [beard 
paintings] and I hope to keep doing it, and I 
hope that there's a growing interest in it so 
I can keep giving the money to people who 
need it. 
Can you describe the process of beard 
painting? 
GC: Yeah, it's really hard on the neck, and 
the lower back, because you'Ie hunched 
over the whole time, since [your] face has 
to be right next to the canvas. I tie up my 
beard with a hair elastic so it's more brush-
like, and then I manipulate it with my hand. 
Usually I do a sketch beforehand so I know 
what I'm going for, but you can't control a 
beard like a brush; it goes left, it goes right, 
you just have to go with what happens. 
Who is your beard role model? 
GC: Like whose beard do I look up to? Oh 
that's a good question, I haven't been asked 
that yet. You know what, there was this 
guy-1 think it was in Esquire-he was like a 
Crawling with ambition 
Fantastical bugs at the Amelia Douglas Gallery's current exhibit 
By Julia Siedlanowska, Arts Reviewer 
The Greenlinks 2011: Insects exhibit is about much more than pretty colours. The Douglas College 
Institute of Urban Ecology, in collaboration 
with artists Tiko Kerr and Ivan Droujinin, 
have created a multi-dimensional art exhibit 
highlighting insects. Displayed at the 
Amelia Douglas Art Gallery, the exhibit 
features over forty paintings and an insect 
display, uniting artist rendition and reality 
to shake up our perception of the organisms 
we often swat away. 
''This exhibit is part of a series of 
Greenlinks gallery exhibits that we have 
done more or less annually for many years. 
The idea is to highlight some of the work 
that IUE does and exhibit complementary 
visual art alongside our display," says 
Director of the Institute of Urban Ecology, 
Robert McGregor. Artist Tiko Kerr, an avid 
gardener with an undergraduate degree in 
biology, has both a scientific and creative 
perspective on the subject. "I'm attempting 
to demystify beneficial insecticides and 
portray them as a lively and accessible way 
for the public to discover there are better 
options for pest control rather than going 
the chemical route," says Kerr. Biological 
control through predatory and parasitic 
insects may be the ecologically responsible 
route, but it is predominantly used in 
"protected culture" (for example, vegetable 
and floriculture greenhouses). ''The efficacy 
of biological control in field crops is not 
as consistent but, in general, agricultural 
producers are interested in strategies to 
longshoreman. They did a spread of average 
working guys in upscale clothes, and this 
guy had like an Atlantis beard! It went all 
the way down to his belly, and it twisted 
around and it was grey, it was amazing. It 
looked like something out of Dr. Seuss, you 
know? So when I saw that longshoreman 
[from] New Jersey or something, it was 
like, I think that guy has the greatest beard. 
What did you have in store for your 
gallery show at the Olio Festival (Sept. 
22)? 
GC: Well, the idea of this particular show 
was that the pieces for sale, if you were the 
-purchaser, you would get to decide where 
the money goes. So if you liked the SPCA, 
and you [wanted your] money to go [there], 
I would donate it to the SPCA and you 
would get a painting. So yeah, that's the 
theme behind the show, that everyone gets 
.to pick [the charitable] destination of their 
purchase. 
Do you have any other beard-tastic 
events coming up? 
GC: Mter [the gallery show] I'm gonna 
work .on a series [of] prints, and sell a 
limited run of those for charity-all the 
money from beard painting will always 
go to charity. Then I'm gonna work with 
a couple of artists I know in Seattle. 
They make paintings that they cover in a 
certain type of plastic, and then they put 
suction cups on the backs so you hang [the 
paintings] inside your shower. So I'm gonna 
work with them probably on a limited set. 
And on [Wednesday October 5] at Paul 
reduce pesticide use," says McGregor. 
"Organic growers may use more biocontrol 
products as, for them, pesticides are not an 
option." 
lvan -Droujinin's contribution to the 
project features a series of masterfully 
executed watercolour paintings. "I did my 
own research for every insect online. As 
the pictures were all different, some I used 
to paint the head of the bug, from others 
I painted the legs and body," explains 
Droujinin. "Insects displayed in museums 
would not be useful to me, as the bugs I 
paint have to be shown alive." 
While Droujinin's depictions are more 
realistic, Kerr's pastel pieces capture the 
insects in beautiful tonal qualities. ''The 
textural exoskeleton of the creatures really 
has piqued my interest; they're shiny, jewel-
coloured, delicate and absolutely gorgeous 
creatures. So I decided upon the medium 
of chalk pastel that invigorates texture 
and luminosity. And the powerful colour 
on black makes every stroke dramatic and 
vital." 
The bug specimens on display have 
been collected by staff, faculty, and students 
Anthony's Talent Time, I'll be doing my 
first-ever live beard painting. I guess I'll 
start at the beginning of the show and by 
the end we'll have a finished beard painting. 
Then I don't know what I'm gonna do with 
it, maybe I'll sell it online, or maybe I'll see 
if I can just sell it at the show. I think maybe 
that's what I'll do; I'll auction that one off 
at the show. 
For more information about Graham Clark's 
Beard Paintings, go to www.beardpaintings. 
com to keep in the beard know! Be sure 
to check out Graham's live beard painting 
next Wednesday October 5 at the Biltmore 
Cabaret ($8 at the door). And don't forget to 
pick up next week's issue of the Other Press 
for part two of our interview with Graham, 
where he'll discuss more about Stop 
Podcasting Yourself, and of course, beards! 
at Douglas College over the past 20-30 
years. ''The most striking specimens are of 
large beetles collected by a past employee 
in Tropical Asia," says McGregor. "IUE 
is currently conducting a research project 
with funding from the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada on 
biological control of aphids in BC vegetable 
greenhouses. Our display gives information 
on IUE's current activities and explanatory 
posters are on display for each of the 
organisms in Tiko's drawings." 
"It is remarkable, after studying insects 
for over 25 years, to see art devoted to 
my study organisms," says McGregor. It 
is remarkable for us to see the specimens 
and their grand depictions side by side. 
Green/inks 2011: Insects provides a 
wonderful opportunity to take a moment 
to examine and appreciate the small beings 
that land on our windowsills, and keep our 
crops pesticide-free. 
Where: Amelia Douglas Gallery (fourth 
floor, New West campus) 
When: September 15- October 28 
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Cake pops 
Because cakes and cupcakes are so last year! 
By Jenn Markham 
! first heard of the cake pop phenomenon from Starbucks, where cake on a stick is sold in a variety of flavours for under 
two dollars; they taste delicious of course, 
though the calorie count for one of these 
tiny treats is roughly two hundred-much 
like eating a small piece of cake! 
With the scope of decorated cake-
balls-on-a-stick sweeping the industry, I 
picked myself up the book Cake Pops by 
Bakerella from Costco for $13 .99. The book 
shows pictures of cake pops in the form of 
cupcakes, ducks, sheep, pandas, twinkies, 
frogs, pirates, grad caps, soccer balls, and 
more. There are cake pops for every, and 
any, occasion. 
The instructions make each cake pop 
recipe and decorations appear super easy, 
but if you're going to take on any cake 
pop task, give yourself plenty of time. The 
introduction of the book warns that not 
giving yourself enough time to decorate 
could leave you feeling frustrated and 
rushed. (Ikea furniture should take on 
warnings like this). If you're pressed for 
time, the Costco cashier I purchased the 
book from suggested taking a trip to Tim 
Horton's and picking. up some Timbits as 
your cake, which literally cuts the time in 
half so all you'd have to do is decorate. 
Star Trek style: 
If that isn't an option for you, but 
you still love the idea, the front cover of 
the October issue of Today s Parent offers 
another idea: sprinkly marshmallow pops. 
This style of cake pops is marshmallows 
on a stick that are dipped in chocolate 
and decorated with Halloween-coloured 
sprinkles. I'm thinking that a similar 
technique could work for plenty of other 
occasions by purchasing coloured chocolate 
and festive sprinkles. 
So if you're like me and all your 
family and friends tease you about being 
"culinarily challenged," cake pops are a 
great opportunity to impress! 
Did our futuristic predecessors dictate our 21 .. century style guide? 
Stephanie Trembath 
Lofe and Edrtor 
I 'm not a sci-fi fan, so when I mistook lightsabers as part of Star Trek (believing that Star Wars and Star Trek 
were one and the same thing and therefore 
today. While the 1960's and 80's are 
idolized and admired for fashion and avant-
garde ideals, the original Star Trek TV 
series continues to influence and predict all 
sorts of new gadgets and get-ups . 
The most obvious comparison is 
between the latest Apple tech-toy, the iPad, 
and the Star Trek PADD. For those of you 
who, like myself, have no idea what a 
PADD is, I will enlighten you. The Personal 
"The super-stretchy, skin-tight jumpsuits worn by Deep Space Nine 
characters are likened to the luon pants atnd long-sleeved shirts many young 
women wear everyday." 
interchangeable), I was forced to do a bit 
of background research in order to redeem 
myself of further embarrassment. When I 
think of outer space, everything blends and 
blurs. From little green aliens, weird hand 
signals, and cyber fights between warriors 
in super-tight jumpsuits- space culture is 
all slotted into the same category for me, 
one of which I don't pay much attention to 
unless otherwise required. 
In any case, after wasting a four-hour 
seminar researching Star Trek (turns out 
I have seen all the Star Wars movies a la 
Natalie Portman and Hayden Christensen), I 
found a few striking similarities between the 
Trekkie films and our modem technologies 
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Access Display Device (PADD) was a small 
tablet used by crew members, circa 2151, 
featured on Star Trek. Thirty years later, 
Apple has developed the iPad: a small tablet 
-device which looks almost identical (if not 
more modem and light) than the PADD 
shown on TV in the 1970's. Consequently, 
there is an app that allows you to transform 
the appearance of your iPad into a PADD (if 
you desire to do so). 
The Starfleet Tricorder is another 
device that influenced our present-day 
technologies. A small handheld device, 
the standard tricorder was used to scout 
unfamiliar areas, examine living things, 
Lot-us discuss this: 
A man's take on yoga pants fashion 
By Tim Ryckman 
n article from MSN T~vel claims 
that Vancouver is the third least 
ashionable city in the world, 
stating that "yoga pants are a ruse worn 
by lazy pseudo-fashionistas." Perhaps 
MSN Travel doesn't have a method to its 
madness (s~nce the specific criteria for 
rating is unknown to anyone interested in 
such things). However, one cannot deny 
that a quick walk down the streets of a 
Vancouver-area city like New Westminster 
- or even through the concourse of our 
own beloved college - would reveal that 
a high percentage of the female populace 
(some males too) seem to be sporting this 
yoga-type gear. 
First off, before I delve into this hot 
topic, let me be honest with you: when 
it comes to fashion (and, being a guy), 
jeans, hoodies, and ~kater shoes suit me 
just fine as everyday attire. So as far as 
yoga pants go, I've never worn any of that 
butt-hugging workout wear. Maybe they're 
comfortable, I don't know from experience, 
but if they are, I do find them slightly more 
fashionable then a pair of sweatpants on 
girls. 
Still, maybe MSN Travel has a point 
when they note that, "unless you plan to 
do a downward dog within the hour, spare 
and record and review technical data. If 
you haven't already guessed it, the standard 
tricorder is sold today as a smartphone 
- any Blackberry, iPhone, or Android. 
Similarly, the medical tricorder, which 
was used by Starfleet doctors to diagnose 
diseases and collect bodily information, 
is under close scrutiny by the USA army 
and Defence Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA). With a wave of his 
medical tricorder, Dr. Leondard McCoy 
was able to locate and heal injuries, which 
is the current goal of DARPA's research 
team as they attained a $30 million research 
contract over four years. The research team 
aims to solve problems of blood-loss on 
the battlefield; hoping to develop a portable 
devire which will immediately locate 
and treat the blood vessels in the injured 
us the yoga pants and put on some real 
trousers." Yoga pants were created for a 
specific purpose, (surprise surprise),just 
like track pants, speedos or capes. 
So what can you do if you can't stand 
to part with your yoga clothes? The first 
option is to keep your yoga pants to the 
mat, that is, if you're one of those people 
who actually does yoga. 
Or, you could take the second option, 
and just screw fashion and wear whatever 
you want. I personally endorse wearing 
whatever you feel like, but be warned: 
you may get glares from the condemning 
button-and-zipper-pants wearing fashion 
lovers intent on making Vancouver a "better 
place." I will certainly not be among them, 
but my advice is this: as a guy, avoid 
wearing yoga pants to interviews, or on 
romantic dates to French restaurants with 
fancy names, or to your college graduation, 
or to meet your spouse's parents, or just 
every day of every week everywhere. 
Spice it up a little and don't get stuck 
in the yoga-rut. And if you want to"pull out 
your yoga pants for a date to the Dougout 
then do it- just don't be surprised when I 
show up to your class wearing my leopard 
print speedo and cape ensemble. Mter 
all, if I'm lucky I might just start the next 
international fashion craze. 
extremity. The system will use ultrasound 
technologies to locate deadly bleeding and 
deliver High Intensity Focused Ultrasound 
energy to the wounded area to still the 
bleeding. 
A final comparison I found was with 
Lululemon Athletica, as the company · 
seems to have adopted the signature Star 
Trek style. The super-stretchy, skin-tight 
jumpsuits worn by Deep Space Nine 
characters are likened to the luon pants and 
long-sleeved shirts many young women 
wear everyday. Instead of jumpsuits 
(because who wants to walk around in a 
nylon one-piece) Lulu clothes range in 
colors and styles, and yet the stretchy skin-
tight material has somehow become the 
fashion fad of the 21st century. 
Coffee zombies: 
How to kill the college student stereotype 
By Eric Wilkins 
T he stereotypical image of a college student around exam time usually involves a sleep-deprived being 
slouched over a desk with the clock reading 
3:00am and coffee and Red Bull littered all 
about. Wish there was a better way? Want to 
stop this from happening to you? With a few 
simple tips you can be the well-groomed, 
completely prepared, and rested student that 
we all love to hate. 
To start with, a proper study space 
must be designated. Resist the temptation to 
simply sprawl across the floor or rationalize 
that a hard book placed across your knee 
is as equally effective as making use of a 
table. Make some room on the nearest fiat 
surface by clearing away all those boxes of 
Kraft Dinner or finally employ your work 
desk in its intended occupation: being a 
work desk. 
The next step is to ensure that there 
will be no distractions whilst engaged in the 
act of studying. Facebook, Twitter, Skype, 
music, unwashed dishes, Seinfeld reruns -
anything that takes your mind off of your 
work is out of the question. If possible, set 
your phone to a low volume or have it go 
to be fully immersed, and time should not 
have to be wasted just getting back into a 
study mode. Have strong willpower, don't 
investigate the mysterious footsteps in your 
hallway, and just let the robbers do their 
work. Resist all distractions. 
Also, make sure that when you 
"Distractions can seriously hamper the quality of your studying, and 
thus lengthen the amount of time you must spend. Very few people can 
focus completely and clearly on their work and understand everything 
Immediately ..• " 
directly to voice mail; answering machines 
were made for a reason. Distractions 
can seriously hamper the quality of your 
studying, and thus lengthen the amount of 
time you must spend. Very few people can 
focus completely and clearly on their work 
and understand everything immediately; for 
myself it probably takes about five minutes 
study, you study. Sitting at your desk idly 
flipping through the material is sure to do 
about as much for you as that shiny gym 
membership in your wallet. Ensure that you 
understand the information before moving 
on. There is no amount of absentminded 
"studying" that is going to do anything for 
you. 
All the cool artists are doing it; 
Celebrity headphones are the latest fashion fad 
By Allie Davison 
! recently went on a hunt for some slick new headphones and I stumbled across a cool new trend: celebrity-
endorsed headphones. To acquire most 
of these fancy headphones, my budget 
would have to double, or in some cases 
even triple, as prices range from $39.99 
to $249.99. However, despite their hefty 
price tags, celebrity headphones are having 
no problems selling, as artists can't seem 
to wait to launch their own lines. With the 
number of artists already succumbing to 
the constantly growing trend, here are my 
top five celebrity headphones - rated from 
worst to best - currently on the market. 
Just Beats by Justin Bieber 
Price: $129.99-$249.99 
(Beats by Dr. Dre) 
Bieber wins the award for most 
expensive over-ear celebrity headphones on 
this list. The lilac-coloured, oh-so-manly 
'phones are part of the Justin Bieber line 
developed by music tycoon Dr. Dre's 
company Beats by Dr. Dre. Both of Bieber's 
pieces (the over-ear and slightly less 
expensive earbud version) feature a built-in 
microphone, as well as on-wire controls for 
your MP3 player. I'm sure teenyboppers all 
over the world will be adding these to their 
Christmas lists. 
Roc Nation Aviator by Jay-Z 
Price: $199.99 
(Skull Candy) 
Jay-Z released these over-ear, 
extremely "gangsta," headphones in three 
awesome colours- white, black and 
brown(ish). Made out of stainless steel and 
aluminum, these fancy creatures feature 
a built-in microphone, with ear covers 
that look like comfy pillows! Although 
the headphones don't have Jay-Z's name 
imprinted on them, true fans will recognize 
Roc Nation as the entertainment company 
he founded. 
Heartbeats by Lady Gaga 
Price: $149.99 
(Beats by Dr. Dre) 
These slick earbuds,labelled as 
designed by Lady Gaga, have recently 
been upgraded to a 2.0 version to ensure 
consumers experience nothing but the 
clearest tunes. Available in both black and 
white (with some fancy, faux-gold trim), 
these earbuds are the perfect gift for any 
of Gaga's "Little Monsters" - as she 
affectionately calls herfans -provided they 
can shell out the $150 big ones. 
Skull Crushers by Snoop Dog 
Price: $99.99 
(Skull Candy) 
My second favourite headphones of the 
bunch are the over-ear headphones designed by 
Snoop Dog. They come in black or blue, and 
both colours have white outlining which makes 
the snazzy design (paisley, with a Snoop-
silhouette) really stand out. These ones are not 
only more affordable to the general public, but 
also have most of the same features of their 
higher-priced cousins (no microphone, but with 
sound this good do you really need to talk?). 
lffe and StYle 
Next up is to decide upon a time 
everyday that you plan to study. The best 
time for this is as soon as possible after 
receiving new information, since it will be 
fresh in your mind and easier to understand 
and comprehend. Review as often as 
possible; by doing so, you will save yourself 
those long nights of cramming, money that 
would have been spent on energy drinks, 
and make life a good deal easier! 
Finally, though it has most likely been 
said several thousand times in the course 
of your life, make sure that if you don't 
understand something, you ask. Pride, 
embarrassment, and/or shyness will always 
have to take a backseat in your education if 
you truly want to succeed. Remember, your 
classmates and professors are not Mr. T, so 
speak up! Don't squander precious hours 
attempting to comprehend something by 
yourself. Good luck! 
Star Wars 
Price: $25 .00 - $49.90 
(Coloud Headphones) 
The Star Wars branded headphones 
came out top in my book. Not only could 
my student loans cover the cost of these 
nifty over-ear, or earbud, 'phones, but they 
look cool too! There are seven different Star 
Wars designs, each taking after a popular 
character in the saga (personal fave: the 
R2D2). The features of the headphones vary 
depending on price; they range from basic 
earbuds with no special features, to having a 
microphone and MP3 control on the wire. 
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New west stvle 
Four student-friendly eating and drinking hot spots 
By Allie Davison 
As some of you may have noticed, 57 Below (the New Westminster SkyTrain station-adjacent bar) 
has closed and is - according to their 
banner - undergoing "TOP SECREf 
10 
RENOVATIONS." Although the New West 
campus's closest drinking establishment 
may be temporarily out of service, have no 
fear: other bars are near! 
I stopped by four different bars, all of 
which were within about a five-minute walk 
from the school. I was, for the most part, 
pleasantly surprised, as they were not as 
seedy as one might think. 
Brooklyn's Pub and Grill 
250 Columbia Street 
**** $ 
What I liked: 
Firstly, the inside of the pub was nicely 
decorated; it looked like renovations had 
recently taken place. Also, the food was so 
tasty. Amongst our group we had burgers 
($7 .95- $9.49), calamari ($6.95), a chicken 
souvlaki wrap ($8.95), and a dinner special. 
Because the pub shares a kitchen with the 
Greek restaurant next door, many of the 
menu items had a delicious Greek twist. 
At around nine or ten in the evening, DJ 
Tommy started up and the small dance floor 
was soon filled with intoxicated dancers. 
Good times had by all! 
What I didn't like: 
There wasn't a lot that I didn't like 
about this place. The music was pretty lame 
when we first arrived, and the DJ did take a 
while to get going, but overall the experience 
was great and we had no real complaints. 
Specials: 
The Friday night specials at this bar 
were spectacular. Everyone at our table had 
the drink special: a double long island iced 
tea ($5.50). Two of our members had the 
dinner special as well, which was steak and 
prawns with salad and garlic bread ($9.99). 
The Met Bar and Grill 
411 Columbia Street 
*** $$ 
What I liked: 
The food was alright, slightly 
overpriced, but at least you got a lot of it. 
My eating assistants both had burgers -the 
murder burger ($11.50) and the Met burger 
($10.00)- while I had the appy special 
and chicken tenders ($8.50). Sitting on 
the patio was probably the highlight of 
the experience. It was quiet and relaxing, 
perfect for a late lunch and a quick drink 
after classes. Also, the convenience factor 
was high for me. Definitely the closest to 
campus. 
What I didn't like: 
I did think it was a little overpriced to 
make me a regular. And the feel of the inside 
seating area was a little to cramped for my 
taste. Probably a summer bar for me. 
Specials: 
The Tuesday afternoon specials were 
pretty lame. I tried the appy special: stuffed 
Yorkies with shaved beef, Yorkshire pudding 
and gravy ($1.50 each, but you have to buy 
at least 2). I actually didn't finish eating, as 
the taste wasn't the best. However, one of my 
eating assistants had no problem finishing 
it off for me. The meal special was bangers 
and mash ($10.00). As for the drink specials, 
none of them appealed to us . They had a 
Glass of Pampas del Sur Chardonnay or Vina 
Maipo Cabemet Sauvingnon ($5.00) and 
bottles of Grolsch ($5.50). We had Caesars 
($6.00) instead . 
Drink: Urban Lounge 
609 Columbia Street 
** 
$$$ 
What I liked: 
The overall ambiance of the joint, quaint 
tables with big loungey chairs and smooth 
jazz playing (when the game wasn't on, 
anyways), made of a nice place to have a 
quiet drink and the food was pretty tasty. My 
eating assistant and I had the cheese tray for 
two ($14.99) and the Forrest Gump ftatbread 
($8.99) . 
I used to stop by after classes when 
Canucks games were on because they had 
a sweet deal on mediocre beer and tasty 
ftatbread pizza. However, after the playoffs 
were over and I had to pay full price for my 
drinks and food, I was less impressed. Way 
overpriced. If I wanted to spend $9.00 on a 
delicious cocktail, I'd do it downtown. The 
service wasn't great either: they forgot to 
punch in one of our meals so we didn't end 
up getting our dinner for almost an hour after 
we'd ordered. 
Specials: 
My lovely eating/drinking assistants and 
I came here on a Thursday evening. They 
didn't have a food special that night, but 
the drink specials were pretty good. I had a 
sleeve of Rickard's White ($3.99)- but they 
did forget my orange slice - and my friend 
had an Exposed Martini ($6.75). They also 
had Superman Shots on for $3 .85. 
The Terminal Pub 
115 12m Street 
**** $$ 
What I liked: 
I stopped by here for lunch on a Tuesday 
with a few friends . Our waitress was really 
good, the food was super tasty and the prices 
were reasonable. As we were there for lunch, 
it wasn't very busy, but the Tuesday evening 
special event was board game night (where 
you order games off the waitress) and we 
were told it usually gets pretty busy. I'll 
definitely be back to check that out! 
What I didn't like: 
The location of the bar isn't the greatest. 
Not only is it the farthest away from school , 
but you have to go by the kind of creepy 
sexy store, Fantasy Factory. Leaving it late 
at night, all alone, might not be the best idea. 
I'd probably shell out the $10.00 for a cab to 
the skytrain. 
Specials: 
The Terminal has really great specials, 
especially during lunch (11 a.m. - 3 p.m.). 
They offer any sandwich on their menu, 
plus a side, for only $7 .50. My friends and I 
all took advantage of that, having the cajun 
chicken burger, Yves veggie burger and a 
pulled pork sandwich. We all enjoyed our 
meals immensely, and we were too full to 
finish our fries! 
TR • • 
The ease of combining on/in 
courses with her on-campus studies 
enabled Meaghan to complete her 
degree at her convenience. 
• In the fall of 2010, over 25% of post-secondary 
students in Canada took at least one online course 
and the number is growing every year. We offer a 
flexible alternative to in-class course-taking with 




Don't be a punk: wrap your junk 
There's no excuse with all the resources available 
By Jacey. Gibb, Opinions Editor 
T he other day I was reading an article in the paper about how syphilis has been busy in Canada the last decade, 
with numbers jumping from being almost 
non-existent to having over 1,600 reported 
cases by 2009. I shook my head because I 
knew a large chunk of these numbers were 
coming from people who weren't being 
safe in the sack. That same day, a friend of 
mine told me about how he hooked up with 
a girl and they had opted to go au naturale, 
causing further face palms at how careless 
people are when it comes to the matter. I 
know that what he does is his own call, but 
how can people choose to ignore the hard 
facts? 
I'm not going to bombard you with 
Mean Girls-style speeches ("Don't have 
sex. Cause you will get pregnant. And die .") 
but I just thought I'd like to share with 
you some of the realisms that come with 
unprotected sex . 
First on the list is birth control pills. 
Just because your lady friend is on the pill 
doesn't mean it's a get out of jail free card . 
On its own, birth control is only effective 
about 92 percent of the time, meaning that 
there 's still an 8 per cent chance that you are 
the father. Furthermore, the pill offers no 
protection in the case of STis or anything in 
that department. 
Using condoms is a hell of a good 
place to start, but they aren 't a sure thing 
either. It's stated clearly on the wrapper that 
there's a chance they won't be effective, 
ranging in percentage depending on the 
type. This isn' t taking into account slippage 
or improper use either. 
Unfortunately, ruling basic intercourse 
out and going for other bases isn 't without 
risks either. Though not necessarily 
common, gonorrhea, HIV, and even syphilis 
can all be contracted through oral sex and 
even saliva. This article isn't necessarily 
getting you in the mood is it? 
Even with all the resources out 
there, people still aren 't taking the proper 
precautions . A simple stroll over to the front 
desk of the DSU will provide you with 
a cornucopia of free condoms, removing 
the need for the time-honoured awkward 
tradition of having to buy them (uh yeah , 
I'll get these condoms and uh, this pack 
of Jolly Ranchers) . There are also clinics 
spread out across Vancouver that offer free 
STI testing. So what's stopping people 
from utilizing this arsenal of resources? Is 
it ignorance? It is laziness? It's hard to say, 
but knowledge isn't the only protection you 
need when it comes to this sort of thing. 
A lesson in classroom etiquette 
By Jacey Gibb, Opinions Editor 
Hello again friends! How have your first couple of weeks at Douglas been? Making friends? Avoiding 
eating fries every other day? Well at least 
you're trying your best not to ... Oh, not 
really? Well , tell your freshman fifteen I say 
hello! 
Now that you're established enough 
around campus that you won't cry when 
I yell at you, it's time for some blunt 
criticisms for how to act in the classroom. 
Keep in mind that these aren't necessarily 
directed towards post-secondary rookies 
and that they apply to everyone (even you!). 
Probably the worst offences in the 
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classroom are linked to technology. I always 
cringe at the few teachers who say on the 
Just because you've been given the 
green light to have your phone out in class 
doesn't mean you should set a personal 
goal to see if you can text that guy you met 
at the bar last night for the entire lecture. 
Also , I don 't know if I can remember the 
last time I had a class where there wasn't 
at least one phone that set off an existence-
reaffirming message alert or ring. I avoid 
this embarrassment and accompanying 
temptations to text by simply not bringing 
my phone to class . 
In the same category, laptops are 
also a big annoyance. There are some 
who use them strictly for note taking and 
other academic-related objectives, but the 
majority of people utilize them to fill their 
imaginary quota of time that must be spent 
"Just because you've been given the green light to have your phone out In class 
doesn't mean you should set a personal goal to see If you can text that guy you met 
at the bar last night for the entire lecture." 
first day that they don't mind if you have 
your cell phones out, as long as they aren't 
distracting anyone. What possible train of 
thought could lead these naive profs to think 
people won't abuse this leniency to the full 
extent? It's like providing someone with a 
bullhorn but asking them to "try and keep 
the noise level down." 
on Facebook. You do realize that unless 
you're isolated at the back of the classroom, 
the attention of everyone behind you 
shoots directly to whoever's profile you're 
creeping. Keep your Facebook stalking to 
your own time like the rest of us, mmkay? 
Now, I know there aren't any courses 
currently being offered at Douglas that 
instruct you on how to not be a pain in the 
ass in the classroom, but a Jot of this stuff 
stems from common sense. Don't get into 
an argument with the professor during class 
time and force the rest of us to pay attention 
to why you think your opinion is best. Don't 
bogart the class 's schedule just because you 
think you' re right. Chances are , unless it 's 
a math or science course , there 's going to 
be more than one right answer. As well , try 
to avoid being an Inquisitive Irene, asking 
the most simple of questions that really 
shouldn't be coming from the mouth of a 
college student. A guy in my astronomy 
class asked if all satellites were man-made, 
meaning he was genuinely curious if any 
were constructed by aliens or perhaps even 
occurred naturally. 
A more nitpicky request of me would 
be to refrain from indulging in overly-
aromatic foods while in the classroom. 
Even I eat in class from time to time, but if 
you're bringing something like egg salad 
sandwiches into the lecture, we need to talk. 
All of these actions and offences are 
easy to avoid if you just use your melon and 
respect everyone around you. Hopefully 
a few of the worst offenders will read this 
article and cut it out on some of their habits . 
And if you're not sure what I meant by 
some of the unspoken rules, then you're 
probably one of the people breaking them. 
A "good" cup of coffee 
By Gu~neev Panesar 
Having grown weary of the bitter taste and poor fiavour quality offered by many of the cheaper 
coffee varieties in the grocery stores, we 
fail to appreciate - let alone acknowledge 
- the full potential of the coffee bean. 
Personally, being so particular about the 
exquisite taste of my coffee and being 
an expert on how to brew coffee in the 
"Kenyan Style," I find the blends of 
coffee available in Canada to be poor and 
unsatisfying. 
produces approximately l-21bs of roasted 
coffee per year; therefore, it takes a young 
chains has continued to be a challenge to the 
coffee industry and has resulted in a higher 
How many of us actually like the coffee we 
drink when we wake up in the morning? 
I'm sure few of" us do; we just drink it back 
for the heck of it and cherish the caffeine 
jurnpstart in our blood stream. A good cup 
of coffee should be smooth and complex, 
without any excessive bitterness or off-
fiavours (such as woody, grainy, or papery). 
Coffee manufactured for retail and 
food service markets has been an important 
component of food and beverage processing 
in the country for many years. Although 
Canada does not have the appropriate 
climate for growing coffee, Canadian-
based firms are able to.import the raw 
materials for processing and resale into 
domestic and export markets. But why 
does the government waste millions of 
dollars importing coffee when it just tastes 
appalling? Sixteen per cent of Canada's 
imports are coffee beans, so why aren't 
Coffee is the world's second most 
traded commodity, after oil, and is made 
from coffee beans, which are the seeds from 
the coffee cherry. The coffee bush, which 
produces the cherries, grows around the 
world in a narrow subtropical belt between 
the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of 
Capricorn at elevations varying between 
2,200 and 6,000 feet above sea level. The 
coffee bush is a tropical evergreen and can 
naturally grow up to 20-30 feet tall. Each 
coffee cherry produces two green beans; 
"A good cup of coffee should be smooth and complex, without any excessive 
bitterness or off-flavours (such as woody, grainy, or papery)." 
we getting what we pay for? Colombian 
coffee is among the best in the world; rich, 
full-bodied, and perfectly balanced. South 
America, not being too far from Canada, 
should be considered one of our main coffee 
bean sources in order to provide Canadians 
with a great alternative to the rubbish that 
we buy off the shelves. 
it takes approximately 2,000 cherries 
(i.e. 4,000 beans) to produce one pound 
of coffee. Each coffee bush on average 
coffee bush 4-5 years to produre its tmt crop. 
The concentration of major retail 
Visser's Voyages 
England: Money, football, beer, and the Queen 
degree of competition for shelf space, but 
not the actual fiavour.ofthis exquisite bean. 
By Matthew VIsser 
What is it about traveling? Is it the thrill of seeing places and people that you might have never seen 
before? Could it be the sheer need to get 
away from it all and experience something 
new? For the entirety of the fall semester 
I will be away from books, papers, and 
exams in favour of backpacking through 
Europe. 
My fJ;iend came up with the idea while 
we were drinking one night; after having 
one too many drinks, I decided I was game. 
I knew the decision would piss off my mom 
and drive me into the poor house, but who 
cared? When would I get an opportunity 
like this again? 
My goal is to see the countries we are 
visiting from the eyes of the people who 
live" there. Tourist attractions seem like 
little more than cash grabs, even if they 
are natural landmarks. These places may 
be important and patriotic, but, at the end 
of the day, they're not what I want to see. I 
feel the best way to see a country and truly 
understand it is from a local's perspective. 
We started our European odyssey 
by landing in London, England. I have 
two friends in London who I knew would 
house us for two days each - more than 
enough time to see what London is all 
about. Mter getting picked up from the 
airport, we drove into London making 
small talk and witnessed for the first time 
cars being driven on the other side of the road. 
For the entire duration of our trip, we found this 
especially nerve-racking and decided to never 
drive on the roads of London ourselves. 
We left London after four days and headed 
north to the city of Manchester. We went to 
Manchester for two reasons: one, I wanted to see 
Old Trafford, the soccer stadium of my boyhood 
soccer team, Manchester United, and two, to 
watch a soccer game with hooligan locals. The 
last one didn't get to actually happen, but we 
did watch the England vs. Wales game at a pub, 
which was an experience in itself. Manchester 
is a town divided by soccer, sort of like how 
Alberta is with hockey. Whenever I was asked 
w!)ich football team I supported I was careful to 
note who the inquirer supported themselves and 
then said I supported them as well. 
One thing I can say about both of these 
cities is that they each have a vibrant nightlife. 
In Manchester, we went out with the idea of 
meeting some locals and asking them where was 
the place to have a good time - but we ended 
up getting lost in the rain. Luckily, a group of 
girls happened to be passing by and offered to 
take us clubbing with them. We ended up having 
a blast and got to see a completely different side 
of the city. 
· Waking up with our first European hangover 
and having to carry our heavy backpacks with us, 
we were anxiously counting down the hours until 
we had to catch our bus to Holyhead, Wales. I 
kind of feel like we cheated England a bit and 
didn't really get to see what makes England what 
it is, but I suppose there's always next time! 
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By Natalie Serafini 
H aving been a Pilates devotee for the past four years, I used to believe I could handle any exercise 
challenge. This mentality had me huffing 
and puffing with relative success through 
the Grouse Grind, dance classes, and 
aerobics. But then I tried hot yoga. 
To give you some background 
information, Bikram yoga is basically 
regular yoga in a really hot room. I 
underestimated just how hot it was going to 
be. For some reason I thought it would be 
just "kinda warm" and that a breeze would 
surely blow through occasionally. How very 
wrong! was. 
In addition to feeling slightly torturous, 
hot yoga purports to offer benefits that 
keep clients - the ones that can get past 
the whole sweat on the back of your knees 
thing - coming back for more. While 
lauded for its detoxification value, weight 
loss, and effect on ease of stretching once 
muscles are warmed up, I suspect that hot 
yoga's merits might be a load of hooey. 
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''I lost a pound after one class!": 
Yes, I lost some weight from trying Bikram 
yoga. But the weight lost is water weight, 
since sweating in a super-heated room 
doesn't ensure long-lasting results. You 
will gain it back after about a day or two if 
• you're lucky, and after a glass of water if 
you're not. 
The Detox-Effect: I won't deny that 
after I tried hot yoga I did feel footloose and 
toxin-free, but I may have just been dizzy 
from the loss of water. Bikram yoga claims 
to get rid of toxins that are stored up in 
your body and while it is true that sweating 
buckets can get rid of wastes, you get pretty 
similar results from, say, taking a pee (and 
it costs a lot less too!). If you suspect you 
have actual carcinogens accumulating, I 
would advise that you talk to your doctor 
instead. 
The Warm Muscle Theory: Hot yoga 
came into being because yoga originated in 
India. The theory is that since yoga comes 
from a hot place, it must be more effective 
to do yoga in a hot place. The problem with 
this theory is that people in India are more 
acclimatized to the heat while people in 
say, British Columbia, are not. Marianne 
Cottingham, a student of Registered 
Massage Therapy at WCCMT, says "While 
holding the [hot] yoga poses, participants 
are putting more stress on their ligaments, 
cartilage and joints because the muscles 
are being stretched beyond their normal 
range. This has caused lpUSculoskeletal 
professionals (like physiotherapists) to 
see an increase in injuries, particularly 
to the lower back, knees and ankles."ln 
addition, drinking too much water can 
lead to exe,rcise-associated hyponatremia. 
Hyponatremia is a condition caused by 
low sodium levels in the blood from 
immoderate fluid consumption. Obviously 
hyponatremia, a potentially fatal condition, 
is not directly caused by hot yoga, but 
it is a possible complication. Medical 
issues like tom ligaments, hyponatremia, 
and dehydration are not exactly desirable 
outcomes of doing yoga. 
Nevertheless, I can't exactly force 
anyone to stop doing hQt yoga. If you want 
to decide for yourself and give it a try, here 
is some of my hard-earned advice: 
Wear as little as possible. I wore a 
tank top and short shorts, which was still 
too much. 
Bring a towel and a lot of water. 
Sweating and dehydration is guaranteed. 
Take a break. If your body is 
being pushed beyond its limits, stop. The 
instructor might not let you leave, but 
you can sit down for as long as you want 
(although my instructor tried to guilt me by 
saying I wasn't sweating enough and looked 
like I was in Alaska instead of Africa). 
Personally, I won't be returning to 
downward facing dog behind a hairy, 
sweaty, shirtless man. For those of you who 
have been put off by that mental image or 
the medical risks that Bikrarn yoga poses, 
there are Pilates, yoga and cardio classes 
at Centennial Community Centre offered 
for less than $6. Bikram yoga often costs 
around $20 per ciass. Forms of exercise that 
don't push your body beyond its limits are 
healthier in the long run; hot yoga, tl\ough 
trendy, has too many disadvantages stacked 
up against it. 
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To TSN's McKenzie, hockey has "never been more popular" 
The Brunswickan talks minor hockey with TSN insider Bob McKenzie 
By Nick Murray - The Brunswickan 
(University of New Brunswick) 
FREDERICfON (CUP) - Using his 
influence and elite hockey status, Bob 
McKenzie has certainly inspired an in-depth 
look into the ugly side of "crazy" minor-
hockey parents. 
McKenzie himself admits that now that 
his sons have grown to the ages of 22 and 
25, he doesn't spend as much time around 
the rinks as he used to. 
So if these jaw-dropping and 
seemingly scandalous stories of calling stick 
measurements on 11-year-olds happened 
more than a decade ago, how bad has it 
really gotten? 
· "I suspect it's probably getting worse 
in that the nature of the 'crazy' hockey 
parent has changed," McKenzie said in an 
exclusive interview with The Brunswickan. 
"In my universe, the crazy hockey 
parent was the one who pushed his kid 
too hard and would act up in the rink, the 
primary thing being that he made his kid's 
life very difficult," he continued. "The 
crazy hockey parent now has probably gone 
to the other degree in terms of a sense of 
entitlement as a family that everything will 
be given to their kid and that he is going to 
get all the quality ice time. And if things 
aren't the way they want them to be, they 
start causing problems." 
It seems he's absolutely right, but not 
quite right enough. Not only are parents 
becoming more demanding in terms of 
having their kids get every opportunity, all 
the while taking opportunities away from 
other kids - they are also becoming more 
violent. 
At the St. Thomas University hockey 
dinner on Sept. 9, McKenzie shared a story 
about a team from Detroit, where parents 
verbally and physically assaulted a coach 
for not stacking his lines toward the end 
of a game. The team needed a win in a 
tournament and with the game tied, the 
coach kept to his philosophy of even play 
and rotated all of his lines instead of only 
playing his top two. 
It's not just coaches facing abuse, 
but officials too. In Manitoba last year 
between January and March, there were 
16 individual cases in which referees had 
been physically abused by both players and 
coaches. 
Incidents included punching, biting 
and even being struck in the head with a 
stick by a player - that particular victim 
was 16 years old. 
"For referees, it's gone from a way to 
make a few extra bucks and a way to give 
something back to the community to a pain 
in the neck and a physically dangerous Qob] 
dealing with unstable people," McKenzie 
said. 
"Then again, let's be honest. Minor 
hockey is still filled with mostly good 
people, but it doesn't take very many 
crazies to ruin it for everyone." 
When asked about the nature of the 
game, McKenzie agreed that the game itself 
has become too fast. 
"Oh, no question," McKenzie said. 
"We came into the lockout saying that the 
game was too slow, that there was too much 
clutch and grab. Now we come out of the 
lockout with zero tolerance for hooking and 
holding to speed the game up. And people 
love it. The brand of hockey being played 
right now has never been more popular, 
and attendance post-lockout has been very 
strong. I would agree that the game has 
become too fast, but it's so much fun to 
watch [as fans] it's hard to find that happy 
meeting." 
In an attempt to slow the game down, 
the Moncton Wlldcats will be playing this 
season with soft pads, a mandate that has 
already been put in place in the Ontario 
Hockey League. 
''The NHL wants to do it and has 
planned to do it, but is awaiting approval 
from the NHLPA, and the more teams 
that do it, the better. It's long overdue, it's 
almost criminal that it hasn't been done," 
McKenzie said. 
Although the soft-cap pads are a great 
step, McKenzie states that they pale in 
comparison to the pads used by NHL greats 
Paul Coffey and Brendan Shanahan, and 
used even last year by then-Boston Bruin 
Mark Recchi. 
''The pads now are so protective 
now that it's almost too protective to the 
point where the guy wearing them has no 
fear of hurting his shoulder," McKenzie 
added. "And that's part of the reason why 
we have as many severe head injuries and 
concussions as we do." 
That being said, players back in 
Shanahan's day had to adjust their checks 
to not hurt themselves. Today with the 
equipment being as protective as it is, 
players can go into the boards at 100 miles 
per hour without having fear of injury. 
"I understand the players' association 
being concerned about guys getting hurt and 
everything else, but I think the number one 
problem in this game right now is the head 
injuries and everybody needs to be in as soft· 
shoulder pads can possibly be designed with 
still having some relative degree of safety." 
Pis hirinul 
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Who is this guy? 
Thoughts on Ryan Fitzpatrick 
By David Hollinshead 
W hen Ryan Fitzpatrick first arrived in Buffalo, his first interview was 
about the signing of wide receiver 
Terrell Owens; he said that no backup 
quarterback signing would overshadow 
Terrell Owens . Owens flew the 
coop the next year after a subpar 55 
reception 829 yard season. It was the 
first full season he hadn ' t eclipsed 
1,000 yards since 1997 , where he was 
just under 70 yards of that mark. 
Fitzpatrick remained and , in the 
last year of his contract, solidified 
himself as the starting quarterback 
and led his team to a quick 2-0 record 
after starting 13 games last year with 
a 58 per cent completion percentage , 
3,000 yards, and 23 touchdowns for 15 
interceptions . 
This year the coach, Chan 
Gailey, has complete confidence in 
him - resulting in Fitzpatrick and 
Steve Johnson lighting it up. In week 
one, afterfalling behind 21-3 to the 
Oakland Raiders , Fitzpatrick roared 
back in what can only be known as 
a shoot-out after the lead changed 
several times in the fourth quarter to 
win 38-35. He went 28 for 46 with 264 
yards and three touchdowns to one 
interception. 
Against the Kansas City Chiefs 
the next week, the play-by-play guys 
• 
called him "Fitzgerald" for the entire 
first quarter before they were corrected. 
Fitzpatrick made them pay by running 
up the score on Kansas City, going 
17 for 25 with 208 yards and four 
touchdowns on a 48-3 blowout. 
The argument you can make 
against number 14, is that he gives 
defences way to many opportunities to 
make a play. The teams he has played 
thus far were watered-down talent , 
and just not very good football teams. 
A better team like the Jets or Ravens 
would capitalize, and he' ll get his 
chance to show what he can really do 
against New England in week three. 
(By the time this article has been 
released , the game will be in the books, 
so you' ll have your answer.) 
We've also seen Buffalo teams 
start off good and bomb the rest of 
the season. Just a couple years ago, 
the Bills started at 6-0 and were 
challenging the Patriots for first place 
in the AFC East, but that luck not only 
fizzled but plum ran out as they went 
7-9. He came out by saying that all he 
wants is the league to respect him, and 
if he keeps this up, he will certainly 
earn it. 
During the lockout, the Bills 
organization stated that they wanted 
to sign Fitzpatrick to a new contract 
before the off-season, but now that 
might include a huge pay raise which 
the Bills could use elsewhere to 
' .. 
fix their flawed defence or holes at 
offensive line. There haven't been 
any talks to resign him since then. If 
he is not resigned, that gives teams 
the opportunity for a short-term 
quarterback situation. If the San 
Francisco 49ers ever decide to part 
from Alex Smith (long since overdue) , 
or the Seattle Seahawks decide to 
upgrade, they could sign Fitzpatrick 
until they find someone else for a long-
term solution. If those teams decide to 
take the draft as a route to a franchise 
QB , then Fitzpatrick would be a great 
mentor as he's been in the league for 
long enough and played in several 
different systems and could probably 
run any teams offence some-what 
decently. If the Jacksonville Jaguars or 
Cincinatti Bengals decide to sign him, 
they would give their youngsters more 
time to develop and Blaine Gabbert 
and Andy Dalton on their respective 
teams came into this year with a red 
flag of "DO NOT RUSH." It would 
be interesting to see him sign with the 
Miami Dolphins, who appear to have 
fallen out of Jove with Chad Henne 
and are in the market for someone else, 
and would have an inside source on a 
division rival . Kurt Warner has even 
said that Fitzpatrick reminds him of 
himself, a typical gunslinger. 
In any case, all eyes will be on 
Fitzpatrick for the rest of the season to 
see how he performs. 
The chronicles of a Brit in the USA: 
Beckham's American experience 
By Eric Wilkins 
F:ve seasons ago, one of the most publicized transfers in soccer history took place. David Beckham was 
moving house . Where could he possibly 
go to garner even more attention? He had 
already become a world icon in his time 
at Manchester United, and had continued 
to increase his popularity with a move to 
Spanish giants Real Madrid . What was 
there left to accomplish? The English 
ioternational decided he needed a new 
challenge; he was ~ing stateside. 
A Brit coming to America. Screaming 
p.Js at the airport. Cameras clicking wildly. 
Bot for the fact that it was the wrong era, 
o.: might thinl: IDe Beatles were returning 
to die USA. Bectham has never been one 
to sly away from the attention showered 
apon him daily.and for that reason it might 
be deemed completely unsurprising that his 
move to the MLS was to the league's Los 
Aageles-based club, the Galaxy. 
His arrival created a massive stir 
worldwide and greatly helped the MLS 
crawl out from its relative anonymity in 
die U.S. - ali before he had even played 
a game. When he did finally see the field, 
he was limited to short stints as a substitute 
due to a lingering ankle injury, and didn't 
actually start a game for almost a month. 
However, in typical Beckham fashion, 
his mere presence was enough to draw a 
crowd. In an away game against DC United 
many ignorantly criticised his fitness citing 
that he wasn't tough enough, despite the 
fact that he was injured before he even 
started playing in the league. Beckham 
would finish the season with a mere eight 
games played due to an MCL sprain he 
picked up in the rough and tumble North 
"His arrival created a massive stir worldwide and greatly helped the MLS 
crawl out from Its relative anonymity in the U.S. - all before he had even 
played a game." 
(in which Beckham played fewer than 20 
minutes) there were almost 47,000 on hand, 
which was roughly three times the average 
attendance at RFK Stadium. Beckham-
mania was in full swing. 
Beckham's start in the league was 
marked by several firsts. It was his first 
game as team captain, his first goal, his first 
assist, his first yellow card, and his first full 
serving of the brutal quality of MLS soccer. 
In a league characterized by athletic freaks 
and goons (actual talent has little place) it 
should have been expected that Beckham 
would have difficulty staying healthy, but 
American game. 
Following a relatively uneventful 
second season in the league, Beckham 
was loaned out to AC Milan during the 
MLS off-season in an attempt to stay fit so 
that he might be selected for the England 
squad during their World Cup qualifying 
campaign. Becks saw a good deal of 
success in Italy however, and his loan that 
was originally slated to see him return to 
the Galaxy in time for the start of the MLS 
season, was extended until mid-July. This 
development angered LA fans and spaiked 
speculation that Beckham's tenure in the 
. .. 
MLS was to be ended by an AC Milan bid 
for him. Ultimately Beckham returned to 
LA in July, but was stripped of his captaincy 
and was relegated to the doghouse of many 
staunch supporters. 
In the next season, Beckham was again 
loaned out to AC Milan . His return to Italy 
was short-lived, as he tore his Achilles 
tendon just a few games in. The injury 
forced him to miss all but the final two 
months of the MLS season. Becks would 
return in September at which time he put 
in some solid performances, redeeming 
himself in the eyes of many a fickle fan. 
And now we arrive at the present day. 
The Galaxy are flying high and commonly 
held as the favourites to finally win a title 
with Beckham, who is in the last year of his 
contract. It is rumoured that a move back 
to England is on the books, but nothing is 
set in stone. If it is the end of the road for 
Beckham in the MLS then I would like to 
think that he did nothing but help foster the 
game in the States. Ignoring the blemishes, 
he put fans in the seats, inspired thousands 
of children, and has helped attract other 
stars to the American league. A job well 
done. 
W ith the pre-season underway and the regular season raring to go within a week, there are a few 
prospects that are worth taking a look at. 
Some of the players seem to have come out 
of absolutely nowhere while other hopefuls 
have been waiting for their chance to shine, 
or are trying to crack an NHL line-up after 
years of promise. Goaltender Eddie Lack, 
veteran winger Owen Nolan, and 2008 first-
round pick Cody Hodgson are among the 
main topics.of discussion. 
Since appearing out of thin-air last 
year in training camp and putting in a 
solid appearance so far in the pre-season, 
prospect goalie Eddie Lack has caught some 
positive attention from the coaching staff 
of the Vancouver Canucks and the general 
media. Last year the six-foot-four Swede, 
also known as the "stork," spent the season 
with the Manitoba Moose and posted a · 
28-21-4 record as the starting goaltender 
with a .926 save percentage and a 2.26 
goals against average. In the post-season, 
Lack played a vital role in the Moose's 
contention,leading his team to the second 
round of the playoffs where they fell in 
game seven of a triple overtime thriller 
that resulted in a 2-1 decision in favour of 
the Hamilton Bulldogs. A game which was 
deemed as the AHL's longest game seven 
in its 75-year history where Lack stood on 
his head to make 55 saves out of 51 shots. 
The keeper held an impressive .932 save 
percentage and 1.99 goals against average 
in the post-season last spring in theAHL. 
This 23-year-old holds a promising future 
in the Canucks franchise and is undoubtedly 
slated as the number-three goalie in the 
Canucks line-up, behind Roberto Luongo 
and Cory Schneider. With rumours brewing 
of Schneider being a viable and juicy piece 
of trade-bait after this season, Lack could 
rightfully be wearing a Canucks jersey as 
the back-up to Luongo in the very near 
future. 
Looking back, I still have a clear 
image of watching the dreaded Owen Nolan 
in a Toronto Maple Leaf's jersey scoring a 
game-winning goal in the then GM Place 
back in the 2002-2003 season while fist-
pumping sporadically with a huge grin on 
his face.lt was such a vivid event that even 
now, after all these years, I can still recall 
the image of the winger celebrating the goal 
that for some reason really sticks out in my 
mind as unbearable. And now the 19-year 
NHL veteran is on a professional tryout to 
play for the Vancouver Canucks. It's sttange 
how that works out... With that being said, 
the first overall pick from the Quebec 
Nordiques in the 1990 draft is keeping up 
with the pace of all the younger players -
who are also fighting to make the squad 
- despite being 39-years-old. We'll just 
have to wait and see if he has what it takes 
to impress Head Coach Alain Vigneault 
enough to make the club. Nolan played an 
impressive game l;lst Thursday night against 
the Oilers in a pre-season match, scoring the 
opening tally to make it 1-0 for the Canucks 
on a neat tic-tac-toe play on the two-man 
advantage. "It's a matter of can he keep 
up with the pace because in my mind he 
understands what he needs to do," Coach 
Vigneault said of Nolan. "The hands are 
still there." 
If prime prospect Cody Hodgson 
somehow doesn't impress Vigneault enough 
to crack the Canucks line-up this year, 
then I'm afraid his future lies with another 
franchise. The centre has done pretty much 
all he can do and it's still not enough to gain 
any sort of prai.se from the coaching staff. 
It's been said before, but give this guy the 
quality playing time that he deserves and he 
will not disappoint. Look at last Thursday 
night's game against the Oilers: Hodgson 
played a solid match playing a total of 17:17 
minutes while winning 15 of 24 draws and 
creating three scoring chances. Hopefully 
when the regular season strolls in, Hodgson 
will be able to show what he's got with 
some skilful line mates instead of playing 
on the fourth line with a couple of stiffs. 
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But this year's squad has more experience and better players. Might 2011 end differently for B.C.? 
By Llam Britten 
As sports fans, we all love rags-to-riches stories. Watching the little guys come into their own after 
years of defeat is something we always find 
inspirational. 
But how about rags-to-riches-to-
rags-to-riches stories? We don't find those 
inspirational. Bipolar might be more 
accurate. 
But alternating between complete 
dominance and hapless folly has become a 
way of life for the BC Lions. Just like last 
year, the Leos were pathetic for the first half 
of the season. They have a combined 3-13 
record before Labour Day over the past two 
seasons. 
But, like last year's squad, these Lions 
look well on their way to another strong 
second half. Last year's finish turned into 
a playoff berth and a first-round loss to the 
Saskatchewan Roughriders. 
As long as they continue to win at 
a reasonable clip, and the Saskatchewan 
Roughriders don't catch fire, the Leos 
are almost certain to finish in the playoff 
picture, third in the west. Sound familiar? 
Oh, yeah: because that's what happened last 
year. 
So, with the 2011 Lions looking so 
similar to those of last year, why should this 
year's team expect to finish any differently? 
The difference this year is the process. 
Last year's Lions went on a tear late in the 
season because their young players finally 
started grasping Wally Buono's system and 
developed into legitimate CFL players. 
Add to this the departure of problem-child 
quarterback Casey Printers and the rapid 
improvement of his successor, Travis Lulay, 
and you have a team good enough to lose in 
the semi-finals. Yay. 
You'd think that after a year of 
struggles both on and off the field and 
developing great chemistry as a unit, the 
BC Lions of 2011 would dominate with a 
roar. But when they hit the field, they could 
barely whimper. 
It was bad habits, mostly. The 
offensive line, featuring key free agent 
acquisition Ben Archibald at tackle, was 
pretty mediocre. The receiving corps was 
wasting the consistently good passes of 
Travis Lulay with frequent drops. Leading 
rusher Jamal Robertson was nowhere to 
be seen unless you were looking at the dirt 
after a one-yard gain. And the defence, 
worst of all, couldn't make a tackle to save . 
their lives. 
Correcting these bad habits has been 
the biggest part of the Lions success. The 
other factor has been in the play of three 
men: newly-acquired wide receiver Arland 
Bruce, and the superb running shown by 
backs Andrew Harris and Tim Brown. 
Brown was a free agent acquisition this past 
offseason, while Harris has been toiling in 
the system for two years, and when once-
leading rusher Robertson was injured, the 
Brown-Harris· tandem was more than up 
to the task, and indeed has far surpassed 
anything Robertson has shown this year. 
Saturday's dominating 42-5 win over 
the Roughriders has shown that these Lions 
are really finding their groove. Lulay threw 
for 303 yards and two scores; Geroy Simon 
looked more determined and energetic than 
he's seemed in a long time; the defence was 
stifling, and it was all done against one of 
the CFL's hottest teams. 
And the best part? This wasn't a fluke 
game. the Lions have been doling out 
spankings over the past five weeks, first to 
the laughable Argonauts (twice), and now 
they've had their way with the west, beating 
the Stampeders, Eskimos and Roughriders 
handily. 
While all of this is promising, there's 
still one big slight against these Lions: they 
are terrible facing teams from the east. This 
season they are 2-4 against eastern teams, 
with both those wins being over the self-
destructing Argos. If this Lions team has 
ambition - and they do - they will need 
to show that they can pass a real test from 
beyond the Prairies. 
Otherwise, their strong finish will be 
just like last year's: too little, too late. 
Dash Debonair 1 By Angela Espinoza 
Happy Birthday 
GOOGLE! 
Congratulation on surviving to the 
ripe old age of 13! 
ffi****• gjjfNB 
434A East Columbia St. 
604-524-3611 
New Westminster, BC 
CaD'S BiCJCIB CIIRIBSI! 
Win a Bicycle from Cap's! 
Fill out the ballot below and drop it off at The Other Press ' office (room 1020 in 
Douglas College 's New Westminster Campus) for your chance to win a bike from our 
partners at Cap's Bicycle Shop! 
*One ballot per student limit 
*Winner will be drawn at the end of September and 
contacted by email or phone 
*Winner must provide a valid Douglas College ID 
No Cash Value I No Exchange 
Draw will take place In the first week of October! 
Enter Now/ 
r-------------------~ 
I Name: I 
I Student#: I 
I I 
I Email: I 
I Phone#: I 
~-------------------~ 
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